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Classic Rally “Acropolis Legends”
Central Greece
15-16/5/2021
The Sport Car Owners Club of Greece (SISA) organizes on 15 & 16 May 2021 the Classic "Acropolis Legends"
Rally, an event for historic cars and well prepared crews. The rally will start as always from the Acropolis,
will run through legendary routes of Central Greece and will spend the night at Ypatis Thermal Springs
(Loutra Ypatis).
On Saturday 15/5 in the morning the start of the 1st participant will take place from the foot of the Holy
Rock of the Acropolis, the special stages of Fyli and Thisvi will follow and the first regroup will take place in
Amfissa. Amygdalea, Milea, Stilia, Krokylio, Artotina & Pentagioi are the special stages which will bring the
crews to Grammeni Oxia for a short stop. Gardiki, Kyriakochori & Nikolitsi follow and with the completion
of 500 demanding kilometers the crews will spend the night at Ypatis Thermal Springs (Loutra Ypatis).
On Sunday 16/5 the crews will head to Bralos, Inohori and Panourgias for the 400 km of the 2nd day. After
a short stop at Athanasios Diakos, Kastriotissa, Hani Zagana, Viniani, Prosilio follow and then the regroup of
the day in Arachova. After the special stages of Chaeronia and Petra and after a total of 4 legs (divided in 7
sublegs), 21 special stages and 900 racing kilometers, the gladiators will finish in the afternoon at the
Acropolis.
Eligible to participate will be two-member crews with historic cars manufactured until 31/12/1991 which
are equipped with FIA or FIVA Certificates as well as cars of historical interest "potentially historic youngtimer", built 1/1/1992 - 31/12/2001 . Participants can choose between two Categories, Regularity
with about 21 special stages and Touring Trophy with fewer routes, liaisons, special stages and timings.
There is also the option of participating in one of the 2 days, ie either on Saturday or Sunday.
The entry fee for the Regularity category amounts to € 280 for SISA members and € 300 for non-members.
For the Touring Trophy category the price is 260 € for SISA members and 280 € for non-members. The price
for daily participation (Saturday or Sunday) is € 180. Prices include organizational expenses, insurance
participation in the award reception, prizes and souvenirs of the event. The final day for entries is Friday
7/5/2021 20:00.
For information and Regulations you can be informed at the secretariat of SISA and at the website
www.sisa.gr
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